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I. Introduction

This is an unusual Request for Agency Action (RAA). Petitioner asks the Board
to approve the drilling of an approximately 2.2-mile horizontal well under the authority
of the exception location rule (R649-3-2(3)) thereby "establishing an oversize temporary
spacing unit" comprising all of four sections that the well will traverse. Due to geologic
constraints of faulting and to optimize anticipated production, the well is proposed on a
South-Southwest diagonal track. The proposed well path begins in the lower portion of
Section 20; T9S, R25E; S.L.M. and transverses four sections, coming within 660 feet of a
fifth section, and ending in the SE quarter of Section 31, T9S, R258, S.L.M.. (See Land
Exhibits #3 and 4)

This RAA is also unusual because it asks that the Board extend the period for
interested persons to respond to the RAA for an additional week in order to accommodate
its late filing, and asks the Board to establish a hearing examiner proceeding to
accommodate the extension of time and adjudicate any objections or responses to the
RAA that are presented within the extension period.

The lands in the sections that are traversed by the well, and the surrounding
sections are un-spaced; i.e. they are not subject to a Board determined drilling unit.
Except for the ownership of the rights to oil and gas in part of the Southeast Quarter of
Section 32 that are believed to be held by tribal allottees, all of the rights to the oil and
gas in the five sections are leased by T-K Production Company (T-K). Thus, in this case

there are few problems related to the protection of correlative rights.

Nevertheless, the Division believes the RAA would be more consistent with the
intent of the statute and rules, if it had been filed after a more modest exploratory well
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had been drilled and produced. At that time, a request for spacing of the subject lands
would be the appropriate. The Division recognizes that there is currently little data to
adequately dehne the pool and determine the drilling program that would most efficiently
develop the resource. But a less ambitious drilling program followed by a spacing request
would avoid the convolutions of this RAA, which rely on an inappropriate application of
the Exception Location rule. The Petitioner should be required to make a strong case

based on competent geologic and engineering reasoning and data for proceeding with this
ambitious RAA. If it cannot, the RAA should be denied until the proper evidence can be
presented.

Altematively, should the Board decide to grant the RAA, the Division believes
that the Board should consider limiting the approved well to a shorter length that will
impact fewer sections, and that will provide data that can then be used to bring a Request
to establish a drilling unit with less speculation as to the best size, orientation, and with
limits on duration. If it does take this approach, the Board should limit the size and
duration of the temporary spacing units just as it would for a spacing matter. In either
instance because the SITLA Unit Agreement, which is the guiding force behind these
plans, incorrectly claims powers for the SITLA director that conflict with the authority of
the Board to regulate oil and gas production, the Board should limit those powers
asserted by SITLA as part of its Order in this matter.

II. Backsround.

Even if the RAA were not unusual, the horizontal well that is proposed is unusual
in at least three respects. First, as proposed it will be the longest horizontal well drilled in
Utah; second, it is proposed to be drilled into the Mancos Formation which has not been
developed by horizontal drilling in Utah; and third, it is proposed on a South-Southwest
bias, traversing diagonally across the section lines of four sections. A diagonal orientation
is not normally adopted by the Board in the usual spacing of horizontal wells.

Geologically the lands where the well is proposed are unusual in that they contain
deposits of two additional mineral resources (Gilsonite and oil shale) that are under lease

and/or potential development. And finally, ownership of the subject lands is unusual, as

all of the lands are owned by SITLA with the exception of the oil and gas rights in the
Gilsonite patented lands that are leased by the same lessee as holds the SITLA leases.

Thus, there is an unusual unity of ownership.

These unusual aspects of the RAA would raise questions about whether the well
location requested and its orientation would be appropriate if this were a typical request
to establish a drilling unit for a horizontal well or wells and heard on a normal Board
calendar schedule. But this RAA also is based on an unusual use of the exception location
rule. The exception location rule is usually applied to allow a horizontal or vertical well
to be drilled closer to a drilling unit boundary or other well than the well siting rule
allows. The fact that the Petitioners are not asking the Board to establish a drilling unit or
spacing, but are seeking approval of this well using the exception location rule and the
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consequential application of the well location rule that results in a temporary spacing
unit, makes the request more unusual and diffrcult to evaluate.

III. Applicable statute and rules.

A. The well siting rules at R649-3-2.

The well siting rules at R649-3-2 are applicable to lands that have not been
spaced; i.e., lands where the Board has not established drilling units pursuant to its
authority at Utah Code $ 40-6-6. R649-3-2(1) states: "In the absence of special orders of
the board establishing drilling units or authorizing different well density, or location
patterns for particular pools or parts thereof, each oil and gas well shall be located . . . at
the center of a 40 acre quarter-quarter section, . . .".

There are specific well siting rules at subparts (3) to (7) within R649-3-2 that
apply to horizontal wells. These subparts require: a horizontal well to be 660-feet from a
drilling unit boundaty, a federal drilling unit, or a boundary of a lease not committed to
the drilling of the horizontal well, R649-3-2(3); a 1,320-foot setback from a vertical well,
R649-3-2 (5); establishes "a temporary 640-acre spacing unit, consisting of the
governmental section in which the horizontal well is located . . . for orderly development
of the anticipated pool.", R649-3-2(6); and requires notice of the APD for a horizontal
well to be given by certified mail to all owners within the boundaries of the designated
temporary spacing unit., R649 -3 -2(7).

The well siting rules applicable to horizontal wells are subject to an exemption for
a federally supervised unit (R649-3-2(.8), however, this RAA does not involve a federal
unit, and there are no similar exemptions for SITLA's State Unit. The rule allows for
exceptions to subparts (3) through (7) pursuant to the Exception Location rules at R649-
3-3 or the Administrative Procedures Rules at R649-10, (R649-3-2(9).

B. The Exception Location Rules at R649-3-3

The exception location rule authorizes the Division to administratively approve
deviations from the general well siting rule when there is written consent from the owners
within 460 feet of the well. If there is not written consent from all owners, then the
Board must grant the exception after a hearing. The application for an exception location
addresses the reasons the well couldn't be drilled where it would have been allowed
under the rule or a Board order and requires showing where it would have been permitted
to be drilled and notice to those who may be affected by the alternative location.

IV. Analvsis of the RAA.

A. Temporary spacÌng

Temporary spacing imposed by the well location rule for horizontal wells is
neither true spacing, nor temporary. Temporary Spacing does not require sharing of
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production and cannot be a basis for pooling as is the case with a drilling unit. ,See R649-
1-1 There is no requirement that the size or well locations be based on data about the
drainage area of a well. However, the temporary spacing does preclude the drilling of
other wells in the section absent additional board action. See R649-3-10. In this respect,
it has the effect on other owners of precluding the development of their resources absent
a Board order that presumably would involve spacing.

When the temporary spacing unit requirement was adopted as part of the well
siting rules, horizontal drilling was in its infancy and it is unlikely the Board anticipated
its application to horizontal wells that exceed one section in length. It is also not clear if
the rule anticipated application to horizontal wells extending outside of one section.

Although the rule uses the term otemporary' and refers to the temporary unit as

being "established for orderly development of the anticipated pool." there is no
requirement under the rule that the operator ever return to the board for spacing, except
when another well is proposed. There is also no provision to terminate a temporary
spacing unit after a set amount of time. If the well is not successful, the effect is to
preclude drilling of future horizontal wells in the section until there is a board hearing.
For one well in one section, this may make sense and promote spacing, but for a well that
merely cuts through a corner of a section it may not. If it is successful, there is no
requirement that the area be spaced to preclude unfair production from the well without
provisions for sharing production while another well is precluded by rule.

The effect of a temporary spacing unit to effectively space a section has been
challenged in Cause # (the Moroni Well) where the section owners asked the Board to
order sharing of production from the producing well. The claims in that case were not
decided by the Board, but the case does suggest that there is a potential for such
problems, due to the unclear nature of the rule and its consequences. The effect of this
horizontal well and consequential temporary spacing of the entire section on the allottees
in the Southeast quarter of Section 32 may raise this type of question.

The problem of protecting correlative rights is not present when all the minerals
in a section are all owned in common or under one lease, as is the case in this RAA (with
the exception of the allottee's minerals referenced above), but the Board should be aware
of the problems that could arise by establishing a precedent of allowing the use of an
exception location rule to approve a long horizontal well and establishing temporary
spacing units. The Board should carefully consider whether this is a wise use of the rule
or whether there are other options that should be pursued. The drilling of a shorter well
and then petitioning for spacing once the geology and production are better understood
and can support a spacing order, may be more consistent with the statutory scheme that
seeks to promote orderly development of the resources and avoids waste. The effect of
applying these rules for a more than two-mile diagonal well, is to potentially preclude or
delay the drilling of other horizontal wells in four sections, not just one.
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B. Diagonal well ølignment exacerbates the problems of temporary spacing.

This problem of affecting more than one section, is exacerbated by the diagonal
orientation of the proposed well. The operators are proceeding on their assumption that a
diagonal development will be most productive based on orientation of stress fractures and
on the existence of a fault in the eastern side of the proposed well location. (See Geology
Exhibits) The location and orientation of a fault need not necessarily dictate the
orientation of the wells in a section or larger area. And the assumption that this diagonal
orientation that is best for this area of the Mancos has not been tested by drilling other
horizontal wells. Rather than test this hypothesis on a well that is one-mile or shorter and
affecting one section, the Petitioners propose a2.2-mile well that will affect well
orientation in four sections. The use of the exception location rule, would preclude the
more careful siting and board ordered spacing of these lands that may avoid waste.

C. The Bonanza State Unit Agreement asserts SITLA powers that are inconsistent with
the Board's statutory responsibilities and may create improper expectations and raise
questions about the owners' consent.

The majority of the rights to develop oil and gas resources for these and other
adjoining lands are held by SITLA. SITLA has proposed to establish what it has

designated as the Bonanza Unit Area that includes these lands and others. The authority
to establish this Unit and for the Unit Agreement is claimed pursuant to Utah Code $

53C-2-411 (Unit Agreement Recital 2). Thatprovision authorizes the director of SITLA
to "commit leased trust lands to a unit, cooperative agreement, or other plans of
development with other lands" and provides that "production allocated to leased trust
lands under the terms of a unit, cooperative, or other plan of development shall be

considered produced from the leased lands whether or not the actual point of production
is located on the leased trust lands." Utah Code $ 53C-2-411(1) and (3) This language is
limited and does seem to allow the committing of SITLA lands to a Unit Area, but it does

not authorize the director to determine well locations, to establishing drilling units
(spacing) for wells, or to authorize drilling of wells.

There is no exemption of state school trust lands from the regulatory authority of
the Board in Utah Code $ 53C-2-411 nor with the statutory authority of the Board or its
rules. The Unit Agreement is based completely on the federal system for developing oil
and gas resources. But SITLA is not in the same position as the federal govemment. The
State of Utah, has acknowledged the authority of the federal government to administer its
minerals and for others to join in the federal units formed for development of oil and gas

resources by granting an exemption to a well within federally supervised units. See R649-
3-3(8). In addition, to the constitutional authority of the federal govemment to manage

and develop its own minerals, the federal govemment has individuals with expertise as

petroleum engineers that SITLA does not have.

The Unit Agreement is 'at most' a cooperative alTangement among mineral
owners for joint development of the oil and gas resources. The Unit Agreement cannot
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not grant the SITLA director power over matters within the jurisdiction of the Board as

set forth in the Oil and Gas Conservation Act (Utah Code $$ 40-6-l et seq.)

The RAA relies on the Unit Agreement as evidence of the owners' consent to the
well location as a result of the ratification of the Unit Agreement. See RAA, Para. #'s 12,
13 and 14. To the extent that the consent of the owners, royalty interest owners, or
owners of over-riding owners of interests in the production from this well to the RAA is
based on the ratification of the Unit Agreement, it may be based on misguided
assumptions as to the power of the SITLA director, the methods that will be applied for
approving additional wells, and who will control how these lands will be developed.

The RAA could be read to suggest that the Unit Agreement provides authority for
the operator and SITLA's Director to determine the location of the well and later
distributions of production. In paragraph 1, Adoption of Regulations., the agreements
states: o'State regulations hereafter issued, goveming drilling and producing operations on
TLA lands, are accepted and made apart of this agreement; provided, however, that such
regulations are accepted and incorporated herein only to the extent that the same are not
inconsistenr with the terms of this agreement." SeeUnit Agreement,Para. # 1 (emphasis

supplied). In addition, the Unit Agreement provides the Director of SITLA with
authority to determine a Participating Area, Unit Agreement, Para# 11, and to determine
the allocation of production, Unit Agreement Para. # 12. These aspects of the Unit
Agreement could result in the Board indirectly delegating its powers to SITLA by its
approval of the RAA.

Under the RAA, if the well is approved, there is no obligation to return to the
Board. Therefore, the participating area for this well or its removal from the Unit as

authorized by the Unit Agreement may be done by the SITLA director without the
Board's action. These actions would constitute establishing a drilling unit for the well
which would have been based on the approval of the exception location and the
temporary spacing unit and would not have required a proper hearing determining the
drilling unit for the lands as required by Utah Code $ 40-6-6. Just because the owners all
agree on a preferred plan of development for lands, does not mean they can agree to
exclude themselves from provisions of the Conservation Act and its rules. The Board's
Order should clarify its continuing authority over these lands and this well, and it should
expressly limit SITLA's powers under the Unit Agreement.

D. The exception rule and well siting rule should not be adapted to replace spacing for
horizontal wells.

The exception location rule does not specifically address its use for horizontal
wells. Operators have relied on the rule and the Board has approved of using the rule to
permit a portion of a horizontal well to produce closer than the setback otherwise
required by the siting rules or spacing order. There is no language in the exception rule
that authorizes horizontal wells that extend across several sections or across a section
boundary line.
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The general well siting rule also does not expressly preclude a multi-section
horizontal well location. However, the general well siting rule is based on an assumption
that certain well locations and well density can be allowed without spacing since they are
not inconsistent with the general characteristics of oil and gas development in Utah.
Thus, the 40-acre siting rule for vertical wells is assumed by the rule to avoid conflicts
with other vertical wells and to generally protect correlative rights. If there is a well
proposed outside of the 200-foot square drilling window, the exception location rule
provides notice to the affected owner and requires justification for the location. The
exception location rule could not be used to approve locations on a density beyond that of
one-well per quarter section. That density of wells would require spacing. The exception
location rule allows for offsets to any advantage secured by the person obtaining the
exception location. See R649-3 -3(5)

Similarly, the 640-acre temporary spacing for a horizontal well is assumed to be a
safe 'default position' in advance of actual spacing that is not likely to create a conflict
with other development and is large enough to protect correlative rights, but not too large
as to preclude the development of other oil and gas resources. If an operator desires to
drill a two-section long horizontal well in an un-spaced area, the Board's practice and
that of operators has been to ask for spacing. The Division is not aware of an RAA
where the Board has approved a horizontal well that crosses a section line without also
requiring spacing.

It might be argued that úsing the exception location rule will fulfill the need for
approving long horizontal wells in advance of the information that spacing requires, but
the use of the exception location and the consequential temporary spacing unit has some
disadvantages: first, the temporary spacing unit does not determine rights in the
production but does limit production and when there is not unity of ownership this will
create conflicts and may not protect correlative rights; second, there is no obligation as to
when spacing will be done; and third, as in this case the temporary spacing rule applies to
the entire section even when a small portion only is affected by the well. The rule applies
to the entire section even if a portion is in tribal ownership. The rule does not make
exceptions so the Board is left to adjust the boundary of the temporary spacing unit,
without evidence thata spacing hearing would provide. The alternative of using the
spacing proceeding will effectively define the drilling unit area, hopefully based on some
geologic and engineering data, deal with future wells, and can require reporting back and
adjusting the wells permitted. It also has the advantage to the operator of establishing a

potential well spacing for the section that can be depended on for planning future drilling.

V. Conclusion

The use of the exception location rule in this instance is not consistent with the
original and usual use of the rule. It is being proposed in lieu of spacing due to the lack
of geologic and engineering data about the pool to be developed. The RAA's request to
drill such a large well in this manner, bypasses the protections built into the law and
regulations for determining the drilling unit size. The size of a drilling unit is intended to
protect correlative rights and avoid waste. This request based on admittedly little
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evidence regarding production from this formation takes risks that the operator may be

willing to take, but these are risks that it may not be prudent for the Board to approve.
The Petitioner should provide solid reasons for seeking approval of this unusual well in
this unusual manner.

If, instead, this matter were a traditional drilling unit hearing, limits would be

included in the order about the size of the unit, requirements to report back to the board,
and other aspects regarding additional wells. The Board should consider similar
limitations to its order in this case, if it determines that the RAA should be approved.
The Board should require that there be limits on the size of the temporary spacing unit for
each section, and limits on the time the temporary spacing unit can remain un-spaced
without being withdrawn or reduced to actual production size. Finally, the Board should
clarify the proper use of Unit Area Agreements by SITLA and the limits on SITLA's
powers as professed in them.
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